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Abstract

Accurate prediction of pathogenic missense variants is a key step in the
advancement of genetic studies, clinical diagnosis, and drug design. One
of the ways to improve the accuracy of pathogenicity prediction models
is by feature engineering, extracting new features or modifying existing
features to capture more relevant and biologically significant properties of
missense variants and their potential impact on protein function. Here,
we present various protein structural features correlated with pathogenic
missense variants using new analytical methods with a larger, better-
curated data set. By analyzing the protein structures of 20,000 missense
variants from the Humsavar database, we find the structural significance
of the protein’s core for determining pathogenicity and numerous solvent
accessibility features associated with pathogenic missense variants.
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1 Introduction

Missense variants, in which a single nucleotide change leads to a different amino acid
being incorporated into the resulting protein, are the most common type of genetic
variants and a major cause of various diseases. However, not all missense variants
are disease-associated. Depending on the location of the variant, the specific amino
acid substitution, and the functional role of the affected protein, missense variants
can either be benign or pathogenic. Therefore, accurate identification of pathogenic
missense variants is a critical step for early diagnosis, risk assessment, and the devel-
opment of effective treatment strategies for genetic diseases.

Recent advancements in machine learning and natural language processing have
significantly enhanced our ability to predict the pathogenicity of missense variants
based on various protein features such as properties of the amino acid sequence and
protein structure. One of the ways to continue improving the prediction power of
missense variant pathogenicity prediction models is through feature engineering, by
including additional features or modifying the existing features to capture more rele-
vant characteristics of missense variants and their impact on protein function. To do
so, we focus on deducing more complex and specific protein structural features that
are statistically correlated with the pathogenicity of missense variants.

Previous studies [1, 2] found that disease-associated variants tend to occur in the
conserved regions of the protein, and missense variants that cause a change in charge,
especially those that introduce a charged residue into the protein core, are more likely
to be pathogenic using less than 5000 missense variants in an uncurated database.
However, a clear distinction between variants occurring in the core and those on the
surface of a protein and their correlations with pathogenicity are absent, and not
enough data have been studied. Moreover, other studies [2, 3] found that benign mis-
sense variants tend to have a higher average relative solvent accessibility (RSA) score
than pathogenic variants. Yet, the average RSA score, accounting for all the residues
in the wild type amino acid sequence, does not consider local patterns at different
locations in the protein structure and the change of structure after the variant.

In this work, we examine various influences of the solvent accessibility of amino
acid residues on the pathogenicity of the missense variants. Solvent accessibility, re-
ferring to the extent to which an amino acid residue in a protein is exposed to solvent
or buried within the protein structure, provides important information about the pro-
tein’s structure, function, and stability. We randomly sampled 10,000 benign and
10,000 pathogenic missense variants from the Humsavar database, an extraction of all
human missense variant entries from the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot database which are
extensively curated with annotations generated through experimental methods. To
obtain the corresponding structural information and solvent accessibility values, we
input the amino acid sequence data into a deep-learning protein structure prediction
model called NetSurfP-3.0. We present two main findings: (1) pathogenic missense
variants tend to occur in the core of the protein whereas benign missense variants tend
to occur at the surface of the protein, and (2) benign missense variants tend to have
a higher average delta RSA value near by the variant site.

Biologically, the core of the protein includes regions that are responsible for main-
taining the structural stability of the protein and protein-protein interactions. There-
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fore, pathogenic variants occurring in these core regions can destabilize the protein’s
entire structure, leading to a loss of function or toxic effects on cellular processes. On
the other hand, benign variants tend to occur on the surface of the proteins because
these regions have less of an effect on protein function and stability and do not in-
terfere with these crucial interactions. Furthermore, as benign variants occur at the
surface of proteins, they are more likely to cause changes to the protein’s interaction
with its environment, thereby causing an increase in the average RSA value near the
variant site.

2 Materials and Methods

Protein Folding Model. NetSurfP-3.0 [6] is a pre-trained protein language model
that predicts the solvent accessibility, secondary structure, structural disorder, and
backbone dihedral angles of each residue in a protein given its amino acid sequence.
While attaining state-of-the-art prediction accuracy, NetSurfP-3.0 is also a time-efficient
model.

This model is freely available as a web server and can as well be downloaded as a
standalone local package. More information can be found on the web server:
https://services.healthtech.dtu.dk/services/NetSurfP-3.0/.

Humsavar Database. To evaluate statistically significant protein structural fea-
tures correlated with the pathogenicity of missense variants, we analyze the Humsavar
database, a public database maintained by Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) that
catalogs and curates all human missense variants in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot human
entries and their associated disease information.

Fig. 1 The first couple entries in the humsavar database

For each missense variant, this database lists the gene name, Swiss-Prot AC (an access number
labeled by Swiss-Prot for every protein), FTId (a set of variant identification numbers), AA Change
(the amino acid change and its location), Variant Category (LB/B for likely benign or benign
variants, LP/P for likely pathogenic or pathogenic variants, US for unclassified variants), and dbSNP
(the variant identification number in the Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Database).
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Processing Input Data. To process this data, we removed all the unclassified
missense variants, randomly shuffled the data set, and obtained the full-length wild
type amino acid sequence for 10,000 benign and 10,000 pathogenic missense variants,
each with less than 1022 residues. The corresponding mutant amino acid sequences
are computed using the “AA Change” column in Humsavar and the variant category
is denoted a “0” for benign variants and a “1” for pathogenic variants. Both wild type
and mutant sequences are input into NetSurfP-3.0 to obtain the solvent accessibility
values for each amino acid residue and Fig. 2 is created for both the benign and
pathogenic sequences:

Fig. 2 The first couple entries of the processed data

The columns are, respectively, ID: Swiss-Prot access number, N: an ascending order of residues,
J: distance from the variant site (negative for residues after the variant), seq w: the residue in the
wild type sequence, seq m: the residue in the mutant sequence, rsa w: relative solvent accessibility
for the corresponding residue in the wild type sequence, rsa m: relative solvent accessibility for the
corresponding residue in the mutant sequence, delta rsa: rsa m − rsa w (a measure of structural
change).

Data Availability. The Humsavar data set for all human missense variants with
their corresponding disease information can be downloaded from:
https://ftp.uniprot.org/pub/databases/uniprot/current release/knowledgebase/comp
lete/docs/humsavar.txt.

Code Availability. The full Python script for the processed data and figures is
available on Github: https://github.com/shashuo0104/Protein-Features-Analysis.

3 Results

In paper [7], the authors analyzed the results from the Critical Assessment of Protein
Structure Prediction (CASP) competition, where contestants designed algorithms to
predict the 3D structure of an unknown amino acid sequence, and found models that
accurately predicted the structure of the protein’s core correctly tend to yield a signifi-
cantly higher overall prediction accuracy than those that cannot. Yet, a protein’s core
only occupies a small portion of the entire area, thereby emphasizing the structural
significance of its core.

The same structural significance is present for pathogenicity interpretations. Though
proteins differ in size, we can generally assume that residues with relative solvent ac-
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Fig. 3 Distribution of RSA values at variant site

The graph on the left is the distribution of initial RSA values at the variant site before the variant
has occurred, where the blue area represents the distribution of benign sequences, the red area
represents the distribution of the pathogenic sequences, and the darker area represents the overlap
between the two. The graph on the right is plotted the same way but for the distribution of final
RSA values at the variant site after the variant has occurred. The x-axis is the initial/final RSA
values (Å) evenly distributed in 40 bins and the y-axis is the frequency of each corresponding bin.

cessibility < 0.1 are buried in the core of the protein, enabling us to plot the frequency
of the solvent accessibility before and after the variant for the benign and pathogenic
sequences in Fig. 3. We found that pathogenic missense variants tend to occur in the
core of the protein whereas benign missense variants tend to occur across the protein,
typically at its surface, both before and after the variant.

In Fig. 3, though most benign sequences occur at the outer surface of the protein,
the rest of the sequences mainly occur in the core of the protein, with very few located
at the inner surface. Evaluating the effect of the variant, pathogenic variants tend to
slightly shift toward the surface and benign variants tend to shift toward the core.

Fig. 4 Distribution of absolute delta RSA values with distance

The graph on the left plots the distribution of the absolute value of the average delta RSA values
at every value of J, where the blue curve represents the values for the benign sequences and the
red curve represents the values for the pathogenic sequences. Since amino acid sequences differ in
length, every sequence is first stretched to the same length by adding a “N/A” to the absent J
values. The graph on the right shows a zoomed in view of the previous plot near the variant site,
from -75 to +75 residues away from the variant site.
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Mostly consistent with the study [5], we found that the absolute delta RSA de-
creases significantly with distance for the first 10-15 residues and decreases more grad-
ually at greater distances in Fig. 4. However, using the absolute value of the average
delta RSA value at every location is a unique approach and involves mathematical
significance - it accounts for the absolute magnitude which avoids large values of op-
posite signs from canceling out when only taking the average. In effect, this operation
smooths out the curve and produces a more apparent pattern. In Fig. 4, with a larger
data set than study [5], we also found that benign variants tend to have a larger delta
RSA value at the variant site than pathogenic variants, indicating a larger, overall
structural change. At distances near ± 1000 residues, the absolute delta RSA values
fluctuated owing to the lack of enough input sequence data close to 1022 residues.

The finding in Fig. 4 is a crucial step toward determining the statistically sig-
nificant distance from the variant site when considering the effect of delta RSA on
pathogenicity. As delta RSA approaches 0 after the first 20 residues, we plot Fig. 5
by computing the average delta RSA value of the 20 residues closest to the variant site.

Fig. 5 Probability density of average delta RSA values near the variant
site

The graph on the left shows the probability distribution of the average delta RSA values of the 20
residues closest to the variant using 80 evenly distributed bins, where the blue area represents the
probability distribution for the benign sequences and red area represents the probability distribu-
tion for the pathogenic sequences. The two curves are the Kernel smoothing of the corresponding
histograms. The graph on the right is plotted the same way but using logarithmic bins, which shows
more detailed distributions near X = 0 in an exponential manner.

Bisecting Fig. 5 at delta RSA = 0, we found that benign missense variants tend to
have a higher average delta RSA value than pathogenic missense variants, consistent
with the height differences in the peaks of Fig. 4. As the magnitude of average delta
RSA measures the potential impact of the missense variant on the protein’s structure
and function, the difference in the heights of the peaks indicates that pathogenic mis-
sense variants are more disruptive to a protein’s folding, stability, and interaction with
other molecules. Since delta RSA is densely distributed near zero, the figure on the
right describes a clearer and magnified pattern using logarithmic bins.

However, the absolute delta RSA method does not account for the magnitude of
the original RSA value - a large absolute difference might be, after all, less significant
owing to a relatively large final or initial value. Therefore, we propose to use rela-
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tive RSA value (
rsaf−rsai

rsai
) for a more accurate and localized determination of general

patterns. In fact, this complements the calculation of RSA, which accounts for the
maximum solvent accessibility relative to that protein type, by now considering the
relative change in solvent accessibility given both the original composition and protein
type.

Fig. 6 Probability density of relative RSA values near the variant site

This graph shows the probability density of the relative RSA values, calculated by
rsaf−rsai

rsai
,

where rsaf is the average final RSA values of the 20 residues near the variant site and rsai is
the average initial RSA values of the 20 residues near the variant site. In the plot, the blue curve
represents the distribution of the benign sequences and the red curve represents the distribution of
the pathogenic sequences. The x-axis is plotted using logarithmic bins to show a clearer pattern
near X = 0.

In Fig. 6, we found that pathogenic missense variants either have extremely large
or small delta RSA values relative to their initial RSA values, indicating their dele-
terious nature. On the other hand, benign missense variants have delta RSA values
that distribute evenly relative to their initial RSA values, which are less disruptive in
general.

4 Discussion

We developed various statistical correlations between specific protein features associ-
ated with missense variants and their pathogenicity which contribute to the feature
engineering of pathogenicity prediction models using 20,000 missense variants from a
curated clinical database. Using the predictions results of NetSurfP-3.0, we showed
that pathogenic missense variants tend to occur in the core of the protein, benign
missense variants tend to occur at the surface of the protein, and these patterns are
consistent after the impact of the variant.

Since studies [3, 12, 13, 14] have found that pathogenic variants are more dis-
ruptive to protein’s structure and function than benign variants, they tend to occur
in the core because it is a region that can destabilize the overall structure, interfere
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with protein-protein interactions, or disrupt enzymatic activity. On the other hand,
benign variants tend to occur on the surface which has higher solvent accessibility and
can tolerate more variation without disrupting protein function. This conclusion not
only enhances the accuracy of previous studies by using 4 times more input data and
better-curated database but also contributes to the development of machine learning
pathogenicity prediction models.

This finding emphasizes that future pathogenicity prediction models should ex-
plicitly account for the specific location of the variant rather than simply considering
the conserved areas of a protein to further improve prediction accuracy. Currently,
state-of-the-art models like MVP [8] and mCSM-membrane [9] have directly accounted
for the location of the missense variant as a feature, whereas PROVEAN [10], SIFT
[11], and Mutation Assessor [12] indirectly consider the location information through
the level of protein conservation at the variant site, and PolyPhen-2 [3] analyzes lo-
cation through the proximity of functional sites. Though this information provides a
functional significance of a particular amino acid residue, it does not directly indicate
the location of the residue within the protein structure, which is a crucial feature as-
sociated with pathogenicity.

Consistent with previous findings [5], we also validated that absolute delta RSA
values decrease significantly with distance for the first 10-15 residues and decrease
more gradually at further distances with a larger, curated data set. Armed with the
pattern, we found a more accurate and efficient method to analyze the overall RSA
score for a missense variant. Previous studies [5] simply computed an average initial
RSA value for all residues, which does not capture the effect of the variant. How-
ever, we accounted for the impact of the variant by plotting the probability density of
the change in RSA value. Then, we considered the localized pattern along with the
influences of the variant through the relative RSA value which evaluates the solvent
accessibility difference centering at the initial RSA value. Instead of considering the
entire sequence, we only used a couple of residues near the variant site to attain a
more in-depth conclusions about both the entire variant’s structural alterations and
local patterns.

Though NetSurfP-3.0 achieves state-of-the-art prediction efficiency and accuracy, it
cannot formulate greater than 40 protein sequences with more than 1022 residues. This
also caused fluctuations in Fig. 4 as the number of sequences of length close to 1022 is
lacking. Future studies should continue to validate and extend the current conclusions
using protein sequences larger than 1022 residues. Furthermore, the input data from
the Humsavar database can also be categorized based on their disease information.
Studies can also further filter the input data and select sequences with greater clinical
significance to better suit the more practical applications of pathogenicity prediction
models. Lastly, studies can actually generate the 3D protein structures of the wild
type and mutant amino acid sequences using AlphaFold [15] to conduct further analysis
with rSASA, a more absolute measure of solvent accessibility that takes into account
of the size and shape of the residue.
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